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The Spingold Round of 32 match on BBO Vugraph Wednesday featured the #2 seed 
Nickell Team facing off against the #31 seed captained by Mike Levine:
Frank (Nick) Nickell - Zia Mahmood, New York NY; Ralph Katz, Burr Ridge IL; Bob Hamman, Dallas 
TX; Jeff Meckstroth - Eric Rodwell, Clearwater Bch FL 

vs
Mike Levine, Pinckney MI; Dennis McGarry, Stuart FL; Jerry Clerkin - Dennis Clerkin, Bloomington 
IN; Stephen Landen, Ellicott City MD; Daniel Gerstman, Buffalo NY

A single imp separated the two teams with 3 boards remaining. On board 61 you pick up the 
following and hear your RHO open a Precision 1C, strong artificial, and forcing:

At both tables 3S was the call from East.  

Vugraph commentators suggested that both 4N and 5N promised two places to play.

Would you have corrected to 6H from 6D with this hand?

I hope so.  Partner supposedly has diamonds and hearts for his two places to play and hearts 
looks to be a better fit.

Anyway, pretend you're Zia and its your lead.

Make your decision before scrolling to the next page.................................................
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The heroic?, get your name in the daily bulletin, lead is the S9 right?  Partner has raised spades 
and if he holds the Q you are going to get a diamond ruff for the best possible result.

Here was the auction at the other table

There are a lot of imps available because  your counterparts jammed the auction leading to a 
different contract.

Your lead is?



Underleading your SA is a huge error, lose 14, if you let your spade trick escape. 5SX -2 is 
only 500.   

It looks like the 2 places to play from South's perspective are the minors... Not sure why South 
bid 6D.

Zia cashed the SA and shifted to the C9 at T2.  Jerry Clerkin cashed the HA and when no honor 
fell had to have 3-2 hearts to make the hand.

There are 5 diamonds out.  What is the percentage play, a stiff DJ or DQ behind you, or a 
double diamond finesse?

If the diamond honors are split you are going down unless a stiff honor lurks offside.
This is not a tough problem.  There are only 2 distributions where cashing a top diamond is 
right and a diamond void or singleton small (4 distributions that matter) is more likely.

Clerkin guessed the diamonds correctly by leading low the the D9.
Unfortunately though, he neglected to cash the HK at trick 4 before going to dummy with a 
third heart to the Q.

The diamond was ruffed.  Lose 12 instead of win 14. The play of the CT solved any issue of a 
club loser but cost a vital entry for a second diamond finesse.

I'm not sure why declarer didn't pull trump ending in dummy.  That was the only winning line.

When you could have beaten the Nickell team late in the match it's the kind of hand that makes 
it hard to get a good night's sleep.  The diamond layout sure makes bridge a cruel game 
sometimes.
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